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What happens when your content 
marketing stops working? 
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Sorry: we’re about  
to burst your content 
bubble.



Content is king. Right?



93% of brands are 
using content as the 
cornerstone of their 

marketing.



2.78 million YouTube videos, 
39,000 Instagram images & 
537,000 Snapchat photos  
are shared every minute.



A look at the issues:





01 
The bandwagon got  
crowded really fast. 



02 
Much of our content wasn’t great. 

Or relevant. Or differentiating.  



Look familiar? 



03 
Attention has become 

expensive, and content has 
become a “pay to play” game.



How are consumers  
responding?



They erected their own firewalls to 
keep our content out.



Content used to be a tool to build 
brand awareness and loyalty. 



Now brand awareness and 
loyalty is a requirement for 

users to view content



Consumers now look to 
“trusted” content producers 



What can we do about it?



01 
Be useful, and create 

real utility for your 
customers.













02 
Take a stand, develop or            

support an ideology. 

















03 
Be entertaining, by being 

inspirational or funny.















04 
Be a cultural contributor,  

by helping to define  
a crowd culture.







Some solutions that you can tap 
for your brand.



Oxford Dictionary word 
of the year (2016)?



Post-truth 
ADJECTIVE 

Relating to or denoting 
circumstances in which 
objective facts are less 
influential in shaping 
public opinion than 
appeals to emotion 
and personal belief.



This is a uniquely powerful 
moment to prove who 

you are as a brand.



What you mean, what you  
believe, and how you make  

the world better



5 Truths



01 

Transparency









How can you find a way to allow 
your fans to see behind closed 

doors? How can you support their 
desire for transparency?



02 

Aspiration





Nike 
UNLIMITED YOU 
https://youtu.be/VEX7KhIA3bU 

https://youtu.be/VEX7KhIA3bU


How can you help your fans get 
ahead? Help them supercharge 

their self improvement? 



03 

Positive Impact



53% of consumers 
say that they actively avoid 
consuming from companies that have 
a negative environmental or social 
impact. And that jumps to 66% 
among leading-edge consumers who 
tend to adopt behaviors before the 
mainstream. 
Havas, February 2016





Beer brand transforms empty 
bottles into building supplies



How can you find a way to make  
a big positive impact? Build your 

business around sustainable  
and ethical practices?



04 

Tolerance



A more connected world. 

Rampant urbanization. 

Higher education.



Airbnb takes action on  
Trump travel ban



Discover  
Los Angeles 
#EVERYONEISWELCOME 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIp4ih0t5RU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIp4ih0t5RU


How can your resort demonstrate 
tolerance internally? Can it help 

others suffering from intolerance?



05 

Empowerment



We’re in the middle of an  
epic power shift away from 
institutions — government, 

media, big business —  
towards the individual.





London tube station replaces 
ads with pictures of cats 



Nike Women 
BETTER FOR IT 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WF_HqZrrx0c 





Microsoft 
WHAT ARE YOU GOING 
TO MAKE? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8DBwchocvs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8DBwchocvs


Always 
#LIKEAGIRL 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs


How can your brand  
empower people? How can  

you show the collective  
power of groups?



How can these truths be 
applied to your brand?  
What does your resort  

stand for?
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